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(CNN)Many millions of Americans are starting to get monthly government checks to help take care of their kids. Searching for a similar government program with the power to affect poverty in America, I ...
The child tax credit is the biggest government benefit since Social Security -- but for one year only
As far as Chuck McAllister is concerned, coming up with a name for a triathlon is so simple that a child could do it. “I always use the comparison,” says the 56-year-old McAllister, “if I was holding ...
NC event named for Trump is trying to come back from the dead. It’s not going well.
Pushing forward to a Friday opening amid a pandemic-related state of emergency, the I.O.C. president Thomas Bach has been the centrifugal force propelling them ahead.
Olympics Live Updates: Coronavirus Cases Cloud Tokyo Games
"The Five" is turning 10 ... today. Tomorrow there's a very special -- GUTFELD: It's a dog. PERINO: -- Jesse's feeding frenzy -- like live animals are great. GUTFELD: Yes. PERINO: Jesse's feeding ...
'The Five' on the rise in crime, Maxine Waters' tweet
President Joe Biden faces his toughest mission yet in the fight to deliver the United States from Covid-19 -- depoliticizing the pandemic.
America's next Covid tragedy may follow partisan lines
Guests: Dan Patrick, Richard Guerra, Victor Davis Hanson, Joseph Bolanos, Glenn Greenwald, Leia Schneeberger, Raymond Arroyo ...
'The Ingraham Angle' on illegal immigration crisis, Harris' trip to border
Badger Meter, Inc. today reported results for the second quarter ended June 30, 2021. Second Quarter 2021 Highlights Total sales increased 35% to a record $122.9 million, compared to $91.1 million in ...
Badger Meter Reports Second Quarter 2021 Results
According to Hancock, “Every time you try to flex the rules that could be fatal …”... he was right. A mere hug, just one fond kiss, can be deadly.' ...
Put him to bed: social fabric and the spirit of laws
This week's Market Squared talks about they way we're advertising Guelph, who we're advertising to, and whether or not we're dismissing people in need already here ...
We're obsessively selling a dream while refusing to acknowledge the reality
The game industry grew 10% in 2020 in a year when the global economy shrank 5%, and gaming is forecast to grow at a 4.4% CAGR through 2025.
PwC: Games grew 10% in 2020 and will grow 4.4% per year through 2025
Management expects a tenfold increase in China in the coming years.Van’s is projected to have a growth rate of 8% - 10% on a base of $2.3 billion in 2016. The brand has a leading position in skating, ...
PM303 Strategic Management
What is it like to live through—and escape—the Uyghur genocide? Tahir Hamut Izgil tells his family’s story in an unprecedented, five-part series.
My Friends Were Sent
As regulatory wagons circle Amazon as part of their efforts to shrink Big Tech, Karen Webster looks at new data on Amazon Prime Day and Walmart+ Deal Days.
Can Walmart+ Save Walmart From Amazon?
Lt. Gov. Geoff Duncan may not be running for re-election, but he still has a political war-chest big enough to make some noise in the 2022 elections if he wants to.
The Jolt: Geoff Duncan’s got a war chest with no war
Speaker Nancy Pelosi revealed her resolution yesterday to form a Jan. 6 select committee, which immediately prompted outcry from almost all corners of the GOP. Pelosi (D-Calif.) gets to pick the chair ...
What the GOP is saying about Pelosi's Jan. 6 committee
Recent years have seen a resurgence of interest in modern black nationalist leaders such as Stokely Carmichael and Malcolm X. But what of the ideological ...
Classical Black Nationalism: From the American Revolution to Marcus Garvey
Introduction The issue of taxation of the oil companies has aroused particular interest ever since it became known that the Government has to find some ...
It is doubtful the law allows govt to pay oil companies taxes
F.N.B. Corporation reported earnings for the second quarter of 2021 with net income available to common stockholders of $99.4 million, or $0.31 per diluted common share. Comparatively, second quarter ...
F.N.B. Corporation Reports Second Quarter 2021 Earnings
A significant spike in the number of suicides in South Dakota in the first three months of 2021 has put the state on pace for a record year for suicide ...
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